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Humans of New York: Stories
2020-10-06

the 1 new york times bestseller with over 500 vibrant full color photos humans of new york
stories is an insightful and inspiring collection of portraits of the lives of new yorkers humans
of new york stories is the culmination of five years of innovative storytelling on the streets of
new york city during this time photographer brandon stanton stopped photographed and
interviewed more than ten thousand strangers eventually sharing their stories on his blog
humans of new york in humans of new york stories the interviews accompanying the
photographs go deeper exhibiting the intimate storytelling that the blog has become famous for
today ranging from whimsical to heartbreaking these stories have attracted a global following
of more than 30 million people across several social media platforms

Humans of New York
2020-10-06

based on the blog with more than four million loyal fans a beautiful heartfelt funny and
inspiring collection of photographs and stories capturing the spirit of a city now an instant 1
new york times bestseller humans of new york began in the summer of 2010 when
photographer brandon stanton set out to create a photographic census of new york city armed
with his camera he began crisscrossing the city covering thousands of miles on foot all in an
attempt to capture new yorkers and their stories the result of these efforts was a vibrant blog
he called humans of new york in which his photos were featured alongside quotes and
anecdotes the blog has steadily grown now boasting millions of devoted followers humans of
new york is the book inspired by the blog with four hundred color photos including exclusive
portraits and all new stories humans of new york is a stunning collection of images that
showcases the outsized personalities of new york surprising and moving printed in a beautiful
full color hardbound edition humans of new york is a celebration of individuality and a tribute
to the spirit of the city with 400 full color photos and a distinctive vellum jacket

THE ATLAS OF BEAUTY
2018-09-08

美しく生きる女性たちの肖像 アマゾンの熱帯雨林地域からインドの市場 nyのストリートなどで見つけた 様々な美の定義を紹介し 世界各国でベストセラーとなった写真集
the atlas of beauty 世界56ヶ国 約550人の女性のポートレートを収録した本書に 新たに日本の女性たちを加えた待望の日本限定版

Humans
2020-10-06

one of the most influential art projects of the decade washington post from street photographer
brandon stanton humans is a book that connects readers as global citizens at a time when
erecting more borders is the order of the day it shows us the entire world one story at a time
after five years of traveling the globe the creator of humans of new york brings people from all
parts of the world into a conversation with readers presenting beautiful photographs alongside
stories from their lives ignoring borders this book chronicles lives and shows us the faces of the
world from london paris and rome to iraq dubai ukraine pakistan jordan uganda vietnam israel
and every other place in between these interviews go deeper than ever before including
hundreds of photos and stories of people brandon met and talked with in over forty countries
humans is a full colour illustrated book that includes never seen before material and several of
stanton s essays which like his photography have been loved and shared by his followers
worldwide



Tanqueray
2022-07-12

the storytelling phenomenon humans of new york and its bestselling books have captivated a
global audience of millions with personal narratives that illuminate the human condition but
one story stands apart from the rest she is a woman as fabulous unbowed and irresistible as
the city she lives in meet tanqueray in 2019 humans of new york featured a photo of a woman
in an outrageous fur coat and hat she made herself she instantly captured the attention of
millions her name is stephanie johnson but she s better known to hony followers as tanqueray a
born performer who was once one of the best known burlesque dancers in new york city
reeling from a brutal childhood immersed in a world of go go dancers and hustlers dirty cops
and gangsters stephanie was determined to become the fiercest thing the city had ever seen
and she succeeded real raw and unapologetically honest this is the full story of tanqueray as
told by brandon stanton a book filled with never before told stories of tanqueray s struggles
and triumphs through good times and bad personal photos from her own collection and
glimpses of new york city from back in the day when the name tanqueray was on everyone s
lips

Little Humans
2016-02-25

when brandon stanton started a photography project in 2010 to capture the extraordinary in
everyday new yorkers he didn t realize it would take off almost overnight he now has millions
of dedicated followers from all over the world who can t get enough of humans of new york in
this heartwarming photographic picture book brandon s lens is trained on the littlest humans
of new york the ones who get back up when they fall who have an impeccable taste in fashion
and who love with all their hearts with spare text and a mix of exclusive photos and fan
favourites little humans is sure to appeal to fans of hony and those who have yet to discover it

とても良い人生のために
2017-11

ハリー ポッター の作者から人生の岐路に立つ すべての人々へ贈る言葉

向こう半分の人々の暮らし
2018-04-20

アメリカン ドリームの危機に際し 再評価の機運高まるルポルタージュの古典を完訳 移民大国が直面した都市問題に挑んだドキュメント

Humans of New York
2015-10-13

der fotograf brandon stanton begann im sommer 2010 das ehrgeizige projekt ein fotografisches
porträt von new york city zu erschaffen aus den daraus entstandenen fotos und interviews
wurde der blog humans of new york mit aktuell über 14 millionen fans auf facebook das 2013
veröffentlichte buch humans of new york das auf dem blog basierte schoss sofort an die spitze
der new york times bestsellerliste und blieb dort für über 45 wochen nun ist brandon stanton
zurück mit dem buch auf das alle gewartet haben humans of new york die besten storys seit
stanton angefangen hatte menschen in den straßen von new york zu interviewen war der dialog
mit ihnen genauso detailliert faszinierend und bewegend gewesen wie die fotos selbst humans
of new york die besten storys zeigt völlig neue personen in großartigen fotos mit längeren
tiefergehenden geschichten die mit noch mehr offenheit überraschen und uns aufs neue



erstaunen

Brandon Stanton Book
2022-06-24

university press returns with another short and captivating biography of one of history s most
compelling figures brandon stanton brandon stanton has emerged to become the world s most
successful author photographer blogger of the 21st century his poignant humans of new york
project has struck a deep chord with millions of fans followers and readers as he takes
photographs of ordinary people and shares their profoundly human stories with the world
stanton has created a special place where the deepest truths about what it means to be human
are revealed cherished and celebrated along the way he interviewed president barack obama in
the oval office became a new york times best selling author and was named one of time
magazine s 30 people under 30 changing the world list how did brandon stanton drop out of
college get laid off from his job become a photographer raise millions of dollars for charity and
inspire millions of humans around the world this short book tells the intensely human story of a
man who is changing the world in a way that no one else can

York's Hidden Stories
2020-10-28

this book explores the mechanics of storytelling within a study aimed at focusing on a hidden
population of migrants in the city of york uk taking applied linguistics to mean the
consideration of real world problems as identified by a client in which the use of and beliefs
about language is a significant component the authors describe the benefits and challenges of
working in a partnership with a community organisation with project participants from africa
europe asia and south and central america who had lived in york between two and fifty years
the study considers the co construction of meaning in interviews from a range of practical and
theoretical perspectives the book will be of interest to students academic researchers and
community project leaders who are interested in migration stories and interviews as a method
of data collection

BANKSY IN NEW YORK
2016-01-27

憂鬱な遊園地 dismaland を英国にて開催し世界中で物議を醸したバンクシー 彼がニューヨーク市中をハックした1カ月を追った全記録

Mass Communication
2016-10-20

transform your students into smart savvy consumers of the media mass communication living
in a media world ralph e hanson provides students with comprehensive yet concise coverage of
all aspects of mass media along with insightful analysis robust pedagogy and fun
conversational writing in every chapter of this bestselling text students will explore the latest
developments and current events that are rapidly changing the media landscape this newly
revised sixth edition is packed with contemporary examples engaging infographics and
compelling stories about the ways mass media shape our lives from start to finish students will
learn the media literacy principles and critical thinking skills they need to become savvy media
consumers



でも、これがアートなの?
2012-05-15

ゆかいな ヘン顔 大集合 ラブラドール レトリバー ゴールデン レトリバー ボストン テリア ヨークシャー テリア パグなど 犬たちの 水中 での姿をカメラに収めた写真集

水中犬
2013-06-20

ニューヨーク タイムズ 他欧米有名紙で激賞 規格外の新人 ブレニヤー衝撃のデビュー短編集 初の邦訳

フライデー・ブラック
2020-02

human liberty 2 0 showcases the inspiring stories of teens and adults channeling the power of
digital and social media in order to make the world a better place rather than perpetuating
negative online practices like trolling or bullying ordinary individuals have found creative ways
to use the internet to shine the light of hope compassion and freedom into some of the darkest
recesses of our society and world these largely unsung heroes and heroines of the digital age
are advancing the cause of universal rights in new ways at home and abroad both young and
old these digital good samaritans exemplify the internet at its best as a tool for engaging us all
in the promotion of our common human dignity even across boundaries of geography and
culture like chicken soup for the soul but with a modern digital twist this book includes over
two dozen true stories guaranteed to uplift and inspire readers will discover how they can
participate in the human liberty 2 0 revolution and follow in the footsteps of these inspiring
adults teens and children who are truly the best of humanity both online and off

フランクリン自伝
2010

how apparently positive representations of muslims in u s media cast muslims as a racial
population portrayals of muslims as the beneficiaries of liberal values have contributed to the
racialization of muslims as a risky population since the september 11 attacks these discourses
which hold up some muslims as worthy of tolerance or sympathy reinforce an unstable good
muslim bad muslim binary where any muslim might be moved from one side to the other in
tolerance and risk mitra rastegar explores these discourses as a component of the racialization
of muslims where muslims are portrayed as a highly diverse population that nevertheless is
seen to contain within it a threat that requires constant vigilance tolerance and risk brings
together several case studies to examine the interrelation of representations of muslims abroad
and in the united states these include human interest stories and opinion polls of muslim
americans media representations of education activist malala yousafzai lgbtq activist
discourses local new york controversies surrounding muslim led public projects and social
media discourses of the syrian refugee crisis tolerance and risk demonstrates how
representations of tolerable or sympathetic muslims produce them as a population with distinct
characteristics capacities and risks and circulate standards by which the trustworthiness or
threat of individual muslims must be assessed tolerance and risk examines the ways that
discourses of liberal rights including feminist and lgbtq rights discourses are mobilized to
racialize muslims as uncivilized even as they garner sympathy and identification with some
muslims

Human Liberty 2.0
2019-06-11



少女メギーの父モーは 物語の登場人物をこの世へ呼び出す魔法の声を持っていた 9年前 その声に呼びだされてしまった登場人物と引き替えに 母親が物語の世界に消えてしまった
のだ 物語から飛び出た悪者に 父と叔母とともに連れ去られたメギーは 悪と立ち向かうはめに 名作冒険小説がたくさん出てくる 物語 をめぐる冒険ファンタジー

Tolerance and Risk
2021-09-07

7 steps to sharing your school s story on social media empowers school leaders to use social
media through a simple and accessible plan that increases engagement and enhances the
school s vision and mission in a step by step guide for easy implementation this book provides
the nuts and bolts as well as the strategic planning necessary to ensure intentionality and
impact of your social media presence the authors explain how to measure impact and improve
your strategies to ensure important information about your school is conveyed accurately
clearly and effectively whether you use the 7 steps in order or you re just looking for some
invigorating new ideas or you want to find new ways to connect collaborate and share there is
something for every school leader in this book

魔法の声
2006-12

a deeply touching memoir a beautiful sometimes shocking nc 17 story kept out of the lily white
upper crust canon of literature until now the washington post the storytelling phenomenon
humans of new york and its 1 bestselling books have captivated a global audience of millions
with personal narratives that illuminate the human condition but one story stands apart from
the rest she is a woman as fabulous unbowed and irresistible as the city she lives in meet
tanqueray in 2019 humans of new york featured a photo of a woman in an outrageous fur coat
and hat she made herself she instantly captured the attention of millions her name is stephanie
johnson but she s better known to hony followers as tanqueray a born performer who was once
one of the best known burlesque dancers in new york city reeling from a brutal childhood
immersed in a world of go go dancers and hustlers dirty cops and gangsters stephanie was
determined to become the fiercest thing the city had ever seen and she succeeded real raw and
unapologetically honest this is the full story of tanqueray as told by brandon stanton a book
filled with never before told stories of tanqueray s struggles and triumphs through good times
and bad personal photos from her own collection and glimpses of new york city from back in
the day when the name tanqueray was on everyone s lips

The Earth Abideth Forever
1984

what does it mean to live fully abundantly and with abandon disrupting for good shares
powerful stories you ve never heard about people like you who are taking on the challenges
around them and reshaping lives from a preschool teacher creating a cross generational
program with a nearby nursing home to a young girl cleaning up the trash in her neighborhood
these stories proclaim the truth anyone can make positive change our world is in desperate
need of people who talk less and do more change in our own lives and those around us begins
when we ask good questions and then dream dare and do in this book chris will show you how
to become a disruptor who cannonballs off the cliffs of complacency and changes the world
around you great adventures await all of us are you ready

7 Steps to Sharing Your School’s Story on Social Media
2017-10-25

social media is arguably one of the most powerful technology enabled innovations since the
internet itself this single volume book provides a broad and easily understandable discussion of



the evolution of social media related problems and controversies especially for youth key
people and organizations and useful social media data social media is an integral part of people
s lives more than half of the world s 2 4 billion internet users sign in to a social network
regularly a figure that continues to grow more than half of online adults now use two or more
social media sites 71 percent of internet users are on facebook this book surveys the history of
social media addresses the power of social media for positive change describes the problems
and controversies social media have caused and suggests potential solutions to these issues
geared toward students and general readers this accessibly written book covers such topics as
the link between social media and body image the psychological affects of social media use
online conversations about sexual assault corporate use of social media data political
campaigning through social media fan tweeting during television shows and crisis
communication through social media readers will also gain insights into the range of serious
problems related to social media including privacy concerns social media addiction social
media hoaxes and scams the pressure to project an ideal self the curation of content presented
on social media cyberbullying sexting facebook depression and envy online shaming and the
impact of social media use on communication skills

Tanqueray
2022-07-12

an authoritative and indispensable guide to disability and media this thoughtfully curated
collection features varied and provocative contributions from distinguished scholars globally
alongside next generation research leaders disability and media has emerged as a dynamic and
exciting area of contemporary culture and social life media especially digital technology play a
vital role in disability transformations with widespread implications for global societies and
how we understand communications this book addresses this development from representation
and audience through technologies innovations and challenges of the field through the varied
and global perspectives of leading researchers writers and practitioners including many
authors with lived experience of disability it covers a wide range of traditional emergent and
future media forms and formats international in scope and orientation the routledge companion
to disability and media offers students and scholars alike a comprehensive survey of the
intersections between disability studies and media studies this book is available as an
accessible ebook for more information please visit taylorandfrancis com about corporate
responsibility accessibility at taylor francis

Disrupting for Good
2018-03-13

a 1997 bibliography of american fiction from 1901 1925

Lives of Mississippi Authors, 1817-1967
1981

the instant 1 new york times bestseller just when we need it humans reminds us what it means
to be human one of the most influential art projects of the decade washington post brandon
stanton s new book humans his most moving and compelling book to date shows us the world
brandon stanton created humans of new york in 2010 what began as a photographic census of
life in new york city soon evolved into a storytelling phenomenon a global audience of millions
began following hony daily over the next several years stanton broadened his lens to include
people from across the world traveling to more than forty countries he conducted interviews
across continents borders and language barriers humans is the definitive catalogue of these
travels the faces and locations will vary from page to page but the stories will feel deeply
familiar told with candor and intimacy humans will resonate with readers across the globe
providing a portrait of our shared experience



Social Media
2017-03-20

your blueprint to entrepreneur minded schooling the take action guide to world class learners
series provides the most complete information available on designing twenty first century
schools poised to leapfrog into the future these practice oriented books expand on dr yong zhao
s acclaimedworld class learners which presents a new framework for cultivating creative and
entrepreneurial students now with this first book in the follow up three volume set zhao digs
much deeper revealing how exactly to put that framework into effect this first book in the
series provides specific strategies and practical advice on how to incorporate student choice
for flexible student focused curriculum motivate students to turn strengths into passions
cultivate students technical creative decision making and communication skills implement zhao
s new paradigm shift one phase at a time starting with book 1 better yet read all three volumes
for a complete blueprint to entrepreneur minded schooling the ideal school should provide
opportunities and resources to enable students to personalize their educational experiences
instead of receiving a uniform standardized externally prescribed education diet yong zhao

The Routledge Companion to Disability and Media
2019-10-31

this title explores the positive and negative effects of social media on our world on one hand
social media helps people connect and stay in touch more easily than ever before on the other
many experts believe social media has worsened political polarization and boosted the spread
of misinformation features include a glossary online resources source notes and an index
aligned to common core standards and correlated to state standards essential library is an
imprint of abdo publishing a division of abdo

American Fiction, 1901-1925
1997-08-13

this book investigates the imaginative capacities of literature art and culture as sites for
reimagining human rights addressing deep historical and structural forms of belonging and
unbelonging the rise of xenophobia neoliberal governance and securitization that result in the
purposeful precaritization of marginalized populations ecological damage that threatens us all
yet the burdens of which are distributed unequally and the possibility of decolonial and
posthuman approaches to rights discourses the book starts from the premise that there are
deep seated limits to the political possibilities of state and individual sovereignty in terms of
protecting human rights around the world the essays explore how different forms materials
perspectives and aesthetics can help reveal the limits of normative human rights and
contribute to the cultural production of new human rights imaginaries beyond the borders of
state and self

Humans
2020-10-06

tim ferriss the 1 new york times best selling author of the 4 hour workweek shares the ultimate
choose your own adventure book a compilation of tools tactics and habits from 130 of the world
s top performers from iconic entrepreneurs to elite athletes from artists to billionaire investors
their short profiles can help you answer life s most challenging questions achieve extraordinary
results and transform your life from the author in 2017 several of my close friends died in rapid
succession it was a very hard year as it was for many people it was also a stark reminder that
time is our scarcest non renewable resource with a renewed sense of urgency i began asking
myself many questions were my goals my own or simply what i thought i should want how



much of life had i missed from underplanning or overplanning how could i be kinder to myself
how could i better say no to the trivial many to better say yes to the critical few how could i
best reassess my priorities and my purpose in this world to find answers i reached out to the
most impressive world class performers in the world ranging from wunderkinds in their 20s to
icons in their 70s and 80s no stone was left unturned this book contains their answers practical
and tactical advice from mentors who have found solutions whether you want to 10x your
results get unstuck or reinvent yourself someone else has traveled a similar path and taken
notes this book tribe of mentors includes many of the people i grew up viewing as idols or demi
gods less than 10 have been on my podcast the tim ferriss show more than 200 million
downloads making this a brand new playbook of playbooks no matter your challenge or
opportunity something in these pages can help among other things you will learn more than 50
morning routines both for the early riser and those who struggle to get out of bed how ted
curator chris anderson realized that the best way to get things done is to let go the best
purchases of 100 or less you ll never have to think about the right gift again how to overcome
failure and bounce back towards success why humans of new york creator brandon stanton
believes that the best art will always be the riskiest how to meditate and be more mindful and
not just for those that find it easy why tennis champion maria sharapova believe that losing
makes you think in ways victories can t how to truly achieve work life balance and why most
people tell you it isn t realistic how billionaire facebook co founder dustin moskovitz
transformed the way he engages with difficult situations to reduce suffering ways to thrive and
survive the overwhelming amount of information you process every day how to achieve clarity
on your purpose and assess your priorities and much more this reference book which i wrote
for myself has already changed my life i certainly hope the same for you i wish you luck as you
forge your own path all the best tim ferriss

The Take-Action Guide to World Class Learners Book 1
2015-10-14

memory a word so often said often thought of and continuously studied yet we know relatively
so little other than how vast and magnificent it is in who will remember you a philosophical
history and theory of memory and will israel b bitton offers an interdisciplinary perspective
that unifies philosophy of memory with history neuroscience culture and ethics yielding novel
insights into the elusive phenomena of memory namely its universality bitton posits that the
current and typical misunderstanding of memory stems from over specialization in scientific
research a compartmentalization that does not support reaching holistic conclusions which are
necessary for fully appreciating the totality of memory phenomena no longer should memory be
thought of as residing only in the brain for the body is known to have memory too but neither
should it be thought of as exclusively human since it inheres in all matter as a physical and
biological fact indeed bitton extends the philosophical and practical meanings of memory
furthest in great detail employing the latest research in neuroscience to support his case in this
work bitton traces the kernels of these ideas from the ancient egyptians and israelites all the
way through to the modern period in philosophy science and popular culture demonstrating
that his philosophical formulation has always been and remains accepted de facto by society as
can easily be detected in various social trends upon offering his holistic account that considers
the magnitude of memory phenomena across several disciplines bitton presents a novel theory
that postulates the primary human drive as categorized by a will to significance which because
of the universality of memory becomes a will to memorability by placing the individual at the
center of their own memory reality they can be empowered to safeguard enhance and extend
the universal force of memory within and around them from that vantage point this book
provides its audience with ideas meant to provoke and incite the readers own reflections on
memory s meaning and import as well as what it takes to be an ethical memory agent in an era
of hyper fake news



Social Media and Modern Society
2021-12-15

no dog should die alone was the attention grabbing and heart stirring headline of journalist
laura t coffey s today show website story about photographer lori fusaro s work with senior
shelter pets while generally calm easy and already house trained these animals often represent
the highest risk population at shelters with gorgeous joyful photographs and sweet funny true
tales of old dogs learning new tricks coffey and fusaro show that adopting a senior can be even
more rewarding than choosing a younger dog you ll meet endearing elders like marnie the
irresistible shih tzu who has posed for selfies with tina fey james franco and betty white remy a
soulful nine year old dog adopted by elderly nuns george clooney s cocker spaniel einstein and
bretagne the last known surviving search dog from ground zero they may be slower moving
and a tad less exuberant than puppies but these pooches prove that adopting a senior brings
immeasurable joy earnest devotion and unconditional love

Writing Beyond the State
2020-03-14

a twenty first century guide for anyone who has access to a smartphone this how to manual
looks at specific ways you can create social change through the tap of a screen filled with
examples of successful hashtag campaigns viral videos and new socially conscious apps the
book provides practical advice for using your smartphone as a tool for social justice and online
activism this is the first book in the popactivism series which includes can your outfit change
the world and can your conversations change the world

Tribe of Mentors
2017-11-21

from the founder of getaway a guide to unplugging and reconnecting with what really matters
on a daily basis rather than running yourself into the ground and waiting until your next
vacation to recharge getting away invites you to make space in your everyday routine for self
care and deeper connection with others with 75 easy to implement practices this book helps
you to slow down despite the frenetic pace of the world around you by creating a morning
routine that doesn t involve checking work e mails surprising someone in your life with a small
gift just because spending at least 30 minutes outside daily striking up a conversation with a
stranger getting away doesn t require you to discard your smartphone or majorly overhaul your
life rather it s about making simple changes in your day to day routine to strike the right
balance between passion for your career and guilt free relaxation staying up to date on the
latest headlines without losing sight of the people right in front of you or appreciating nature in
the middle of a bustling city by helping you get the balance right this book shows you how to
thrive in what can be an overwhelming world

Who Will Remember You?
2021-10-06

learn the four conditions most effective for fostering creativity sometimes our attempts to
foster creativity can actually stifle it author peter gamwell a former teacher and
superintendent who has spent more than three decades studying creativity shares a fresh
perspective on how to nurture creativity innovation leadership and engagement in a variety of
settings you ll learn how to tap the creative and leadership potential in everyone think bigger
by moving from a deficit model of thinking to a strength based approach develop the lost arts
of listening and storytelling to optimize learning handle the inevitable pushback and fear that
transformational change can bring i love this book i am a huge fan of storytelling and this book



is one great story blended with cutting edge academic work in the field of human mind and
creativity in the wonder wall peter gamwell and jane daly bring together decades of firsthand
experience in creativity leadership and learning into this volume that i indeed will as the
authors suggest read twice i would urge you to do the same if you want to be in the frontline of
finding ways to improve your schools pasi sahlberg author finnish lessons 2 0 what can the
world learn from educational change in finland helsinki finland take everything you know about
learning and turn it upside down it is there that you will find peter gamwell jane daly and their
wonder wall of creativity wallowing in wisdom yes we have three imperatives and four
conditions and therein you will find a treasure trove of ideas for creativity you don t have to
leave the school system to upend it just read wonder wall and you will be swept along into
doing things that engage all students and teachers you will even get ideas about how to
evaluate creativity the timing is perfect go beyond skills and knowledge light the sparks that
lead to learning be excited about the limitless possibilities of education michael fullan
professor emeritus oise university of toronto toronto canada be brilliant at what you re best at
build on your strengths belong to something these are the three imperatives that this great
book sets out for young people and those who teach them it does so with wit wisdom up close
experience and a magnificent capacity to tell a good tale of why all people in schools really
matter this book is its own wonder wall when you ve closed your ken robinson book open this
next you ll not be disappointed andy hargreaves brennan chair in education boston college
chestnut hill ma

My Old Dog
2015-09-15

this dynamic engaging guide empowers you to go beyond bar charts and jargon filled journal
articles to bring your research online and present it in a way that highlights and maximises its
relevance through social media drawing upon a wealth of timely real world examples the
authors present a framework for fully incorporating social media within each step of the
research process from visualising available data to tailoring social media to meet your needs
this book explores proactive ways to share cutting edge research a complete how to for
communicating research through blogs podcasts data visualisations and video it teaches you
how to use social media to create and share images audio and video in ways that positively
impacts your research connect and collaborate with other researchers measure and quantify
research communication efforts for funders provide research evidence in innovative digital
formats reach wider more engaged audiences in academia and beyond through practical advice
and actionable strategies this book shows how to achieve and sustain your research impact
through social media

Can Your Smartphone Change the World?
2017-09-12

social media has facilitated the sharing of once isolated testimonies to an extent and with an
ease never before possible the metoo movement provides a prime example of how such pooling
of individual stories in large enough numbers can fuel political movements fortify a sense of
solidarity and community and compel public reckoning by bringing important issues into
mainstream consciousness in this timely and important study helga lenart cheng has uncovered
the antecedents of this phenomenon and provided a historical and critical analysis of this
seemingly new but in fact deeply rooted tradition story revolutions features a rich variety of
case studies from eighteenth century memoir collections to contemporary 2 0 databases
including memoir contests digital story maps crowd sourced covid diaries and ai assisted life
writing it spans the enlightenment the 1930s and the twenty first century three historical
periods marked by a convergence of mass movements and new methods of data collection that
led to a boom in activism based in the aggregation and communication of stories ultimately this
book offers readers a critical perspective on the concept of community itself with incisive
reflections on what it means to use storytelling to build democracy in the twenty first century
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